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Tax Valuations

How is HMRC approaching the 
valuation of growth shares and 
JSOP interests following the 
withdrawal of the PTVC service?
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Agenda

The post-PTVC world

Growth shares

What is a growth share?
Historic position
How should growth shares be valued?
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The post-PTVC world
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When could HMRC review the valuation?

The post-PTVC world

During the self-
assessment 
enquiry 
window, 
provided that 
suitable ‘white 
space’ 
disclosure has 
been made

Following 
submission of 
the online 
template, or 
as part of a 
PAYE review

1

2

During the 
enquiry 
window 
following the 
reporting of a 
capital gain, if 
adequate 
disclosure 
was not made 
at award

3
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The post-PTVC world

A reminder . . . 

Factor Taken into account?

Hindsight No

Evidence of value Yes

Other factors Maybe

Change in HMRC approach Who knows….?

Penalties
Contemporaneous 

valuation report
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Growth shares
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What is a growth share?

HMRC’s view

SVM114040:

“There will be cases where the size and cost of the investment may 
appear small but due to the nature of the investment any prudent 
purchaser would require further information and ‘demand as a 
condition of buying’. 

An example of such an investment would be where the value is wholly 
dependent on the company achieving a growth target and where there 
is some provision for an early exit. Such arrangements are commonly 
called ‘Growth Shares’.

Clearly in such circumstances the growth prospects are intrinsic to the 
investment and no sale would proceed without access to additional 
information such as company forecasts.”
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What is a growth share?

Gearing

Typical structures

Ordinary shares 

in leveraged 

structures

Carried interest
Growth 

shares
JSOPs
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Growth shares – historic position

Guidance

Inferred guidance

Inferred methodology

SAV agreements

Change to the SAV Manual

Period of flux

2016 onwards2016 onwards
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How should growth shares be valued?

Forward-looking methodology

Forecasts vs information standards

Does this mean big values?

Discounts
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In summary

PTVCs are dead
Contemporaneous 

evidence

Forward looking 
methodology for 
growth shares

Discounts
Information 

standards 
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